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The Service

 Easy Italia is a new contact center realized 
by the Ministry of Tourism in collaboration 
with Formez Pa. 

 The service is available in 7 languages: 
Italian, English, German, French, Spanish, 
Chinese and Russian

 Easy Italia provides information and 
assistance to tourists every day from 9.00 
am to 10.00 pm.



Contacts

 The service can be contacted by dialing 
039.039.039 and selecting the desired 
language

 The call will be charged as a landline call. If 
calling from a mobile phone, the cost will 
depend on individual rate plan.

 Overtime calls are managed by means of a 
voice mail service

 It’s possible to contact the service using e-
mail, from www.italia.it site and other 
websites

 Soon it will be available also Skype

http://www.italia.it/


Tourists’ Assistance

 The service provides tourists with 
information about their rights, helps them in 
case of setbacks and emergency, offers 
language mediation and pay particular 
attention to disable's needs. 

 Furthermore, detailed information about 
what Italy offers in the whole country 
(events, festivals, concerts and so on)

 Briefly, everything a tourist may need in 
order to spend a pleasant holiday in Italy.



The Network

 Easy Italia is also a direct link to regions' 
information networks, thanks to a network 
that has 300 + members up to now,

 The network includes APT, IAT Services, 
regional tourism authorities, the provincial 
tourism authorities, municipality unions that 
promote tourism, information & "Pro Loco" 
points.



Some cases solved

 Language mediation and follow-up during 
tourists' rescue in Sardinia (3 times)

 Assistance in case of flight cancellations
 Assistance with difficulties encountered with 

car rental companies or maritime transport
 Missing or stolen personal documents
 Hotels’ services complaints



Organization

 More than 60 operators and team leaders 
are in charge of the service

 The service is organized in shifts in order to 
cover the 7 days, 13 hours service time

 CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
and CTI (Customer Telephony Integration) 
systems are used in order to register and 
track the requests

 The systems are available also for Skype, 
SMS and chat based communication



Operator’s Training 
and Support

 The operators were selected mainly between people 
with previous experience in the tourism sector

 A specific training on the several areas to cover was 
provided before the startup of the service

 A specialized knowledge base, daily updated, is also 
available to find the answers of the requests on-line

 Furthermore, a back office sector, with more 
specialized operators, can support tourist, contacting 
them back, in case of complex requests.

 Specific documentation edited by the service includes 
FAQ and tourists’ rights guidelines in each of the 
seven supported languages
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